in the logL/L ⊙ -T ef f plane. We find that, for both scaled solar and α-enhanced metal mixtures, the integration of a solar T (τ ) relationship provides -at least -3 -for masses larger than 0.5 -0.6 M ⊙ -tracks very similar to the ones computed using boundary conditions from the appropriate model atmospheres.
Introduction
Theoretical stellar evolution models, color transformations and bolometric corrections are essential ingredients for interpreting photometric data of resolved and unresolved stellar systems. A reliable comparison of theory with observations requires, in principle, that the element abundance distribution employed in the theoretical models closely matches the pattern in the observed stellar systems.
Whereas the standard heavy element distribution generally used in stellar evolution computation is the solar one, there are cases where this assumption is not correct. A remarkable example is the Galactic halo, whose stellar component (field and globular cluster stars) shows a ratio [α/Fe]>0 (e.g. Lambert 1989 ) where α denotes elements like O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca and Ti. The effect on stellar models and isochrones of a metal ratio [α/Fe]>0 has been exhaustively investigated by Salaris, Chieffi & Straniero (1993) .
They found that for α element distributions typical of the halo population, α−enhanced models and isochrones are well reproduced by scaled-solar ones with the same global metal abundance. This result has been widely used until now, with the proviso that -as shown by, e.g., Weiss, Peletier & Matteucci (1995) , Salaris & Weiss (1998) , Vandenberg et al. (2000) , Salasnich et al. (2000) , Kim et al. (2002) -5 - Barbuy (1994) , McQuitty et al. (1994) , Tripicco & Bell (1995) , Barbuy et al. (2003) , Thomas, Maraston & Bender (2003) , Vazdekis et al. (2004) , Franchini et al. (2004) , have investigated the effect of an α−element enhancement on the spectral indices used for metallicity and age estimates of unresolved stellar systems, but there are no analogous studies devoted to the effect on broadband colors and bolometric corrections. The effect of an α−element enhancement on (U − B) and (B − V ) colors of Main Sequence stars and red giants has been only briefly discussed by Castelli (1999) for the case of a single low metallicity value, i.e. [Fe/H]=−2.
This paper aims at filling this gap, by studying the differences between scaled-solar and α−enhanced transformations to the widely used UBV RIJHKL photometric bands, for Galactic halo stars. In addition, our grid of α-enhanced model atmospheres allowed us to employ boundary conditions for the stellar model computations obtained from the appropriate model atmospheres, and compare in the logL/L ⊙ -T ef f plane the results with models computed using -as customary -boundary conditions obtained by integrating a solar T (τ ) relationship. In §2 we briefly introduce the synthetic colors and bolometric corrections used in this work, and in §3 we compare scaled-solar with α−enhanced CT transformations. In §4 we discuss the effect of the boundary condition choice on the stellar model computation, and the full results are summarized in the final section.
Model atmospheres, colors and bolometric corrections
UBV RIJHKL synthetic photometry based on updated ATLAS 9 model atmospheres (Castelli & Kurucz 2003) was computed for both scaled-solar and α−enhanced metal distributions (see Pietrinferni et al. 2004 for more details). The model atmospheres were computed by adopting as reference solar chemical composition that from Grevesse & Sauval (1998) instead of the Anders & Grevesse (1989) one, as in the case of previous -6 -ATLAS9 models (Kurucz 1993) . Previous scaled solar models were computed for an iron abundance log(N F e )=7.67 (with the usual normalization log(N H )=12), whereas α−enhanced models were computed assuming the more recent estimate log(N F e )=7.51. This discrepancy of the Fe abundance for the old models prevented in the past a rigorous comparison of α-enhanced and scaled-solar colors. Furthermore, the new model atmospheres include now all the cases the microturbulent velocity is ξ=2 km s −1 . The adopted U passband is from Buser (1978) , B and V from Azusienis & Straižys (1969) , R and I Cousins passbands from Bessell (1990) , JKL passbands from Johnson (1965) reported also by Lamla (1982) . Finally, the H passband is from Bessell & Brett (1988 Pietrinferni et al. (2004) . A subset of these models has been already discussed in Cassisi, Salaris & Irwin (2003) and Salaris et al. (2004) where a concise summary of the adopted input physics can be found. We wish to emphasize that here we are comparing differentially our two sets of CT transformations, using the same underlying isochron. The differences we find in the CMD location of the transformed isochrone are therefore due only to differences in the transformations. In principle we could have compared the CT transformation tables on a point by point basis, but with our approach we are automatically making the comparison within a parameter space typical of stars populating the Galactic halo.
The most important outcomes of this analysis are the qualitative differences between However, the precise numerical values of the differences can be slightly dependent on the selected theoretical isochrone. The color shift between the two sets of transformations is also a function of the effective temperature; it generally increases for decreasing T ef f , as clearly seen in Fig. 1 . The global effect is therefore also a slight change of the isochrone morphology in the (M V , B − V ) and -10 -
CMDs. However, since the UB photometry is employed mainly for studying hot HB stars, which are hot enough to be unaffected by the choice of the transformations, the differences are not extremely relevant when using this color index 7 .
When One can notice how ∆(Flux) between the complete α-enhanced model and the scaled solar one is essentially due to just O, Si, Mg and Ca. Calcium contributes mainly to the absorption at λ ∼390 nm, whereas O and Mg play a major role in the differences at λ > 350 nm (apart from the Ca absorption mentioned before). In addition, Si and Mg are the most important contributors to the region shortward of ∼350 nm. Table 1 displays the (U − B) and (B − V ) colors predicted by the same model atmospheres whose flux difference are shown in Fig. 3 ; this allows us to assess quantitatively how much these individual α elements affect the broadband UBV colors. Magnesium appears to be the main responsible for the (B − V ) and (U − B) color differences between the scaled solar mixture and the full α−enhanced one; in fact, by enhancing only Mg one recovers 88% and 76% of the differences in (B − V ) and (U − B), respectively. Oxygen has a smaller but non negligible impact on the (B − V ) color whereas the (U − B) color is affected appreciably also by silicon. Calcium and the other α elements have only a minor impact on these two colors at this T ef f and gravity.
Prompted by our referee, to investigate the effects due to surface gravity changes along an isochrone, we have computed additional model atmospheres by enhancing the abundance of each individual α−element, at the same [Fe/H] and effective temperature as above, but for log(g) = 3.0. We obtain results similar to the case with log(g) = 4.5 -as one could also expect by comparing the CT tables for scaled solar and full α-enhanced mixtures at these two gravities -the main difference being that, whereas at log(g) = 4.5 the most important α−element for the UB flux distribution is Mg, in this case the contributions provided by Mg and Si are comparable. Table 2 lists the differences between some relevant features of the three sets of isochrones displayed in Fig. 1 . In particular, we wish to briefly discuss the (B − V ) color Percival et al. 2002) . In fact, the color shifts applied to individual subdwarfs in order to 'register' their own metallicity to that of the considered cluster, are usually derived from theoretical isochrones, at least in the regime of globular cluster metallicities. The data listed in Table 2 show that the (B − V ) M V =6 difference between the metallicities displayed in Fig. 1 does depend on the choice of the transformations, and are about 20% smaller when using the appropriate α−enhanced transformations. This discrepancy may however have only a small impact on the derived distances as long as the subdwarfs employed in the MS-fitting have metallicities close to the cluster one, hence the color shifts applied are small.
The (B − V ) color extension between TO and RGB, ∆(B − V ), is also clearly strongly affected. Following Rosenberg et al. (1999) , here we have defined ∆(B − V ) as the color difference between the TO and a point on the RGB 2.5 mag brighter than the TO. This quantity is a function of the cluster age, but it is generally used only in a differential way in order to determine relative cluster ages (e.g. Vandenberg, Bolte & Stetson 1990 , Salaris & Weiss 1998 , Rosenberg et al. 1999 . The absolute values of ∆(B − V ) change by ∼ 0.03-0.04 mag, depending on the metallicity; this would cause an age variation by ∼ 2-3 Gyr if -14 -∆(B − V ) is used to estimate absolute ages. When differences of ∆(B − V ) at varying ages are used for relative age estimates, the impact of the CT transformation choice is however almost negligible.
As for the M V values of TO and ZAHB at the RR Lyrae instability strip -whose difference is usually employed to estimate cluster ages -they are affected by the adopted CT relation at the level of ≈ 0.01 mag, which has a negligible impact on the age estimates.
We have in addition verified that, at a fixed metallicity, the range of masses populating the RR Lyrae instability strip is basically unaffected by the choice of the transformations.
Also the I magnitude of the RGB Tip (a widely used distance indicator for old stellar populations, see e.g. Lee, Freedman & Madore 1993 , Salaris & Cassisi 1998 and references therein) is unaffected by the choice of the transformations, the variation being of the order of ∼0.01 mag, which has a negligible impact on the distance determinations.
Treatment of surface boundary conditions
It is well known that in order to integrate the stellar structure equations, it is necessary to fix the value of the pressure and temperature at the stellar surface, usually close to the photosphere. There are basically two possibilities to determine this value. The first one is to integrate the atmospheric layers by using a T (τ ) relationship, supplemented by the hydrostatic equilibrium condition and the equation of state; the second possibility is to obtain the required boundary conditions from precomputed non-gray model atmospheres.
The first procedure is universally used in stellar model computation; i.e., in our stellar evolution calculations employed above we have used the Krishna-Swamy (1966) solar T (τ ) relationship. In Salaris, Cassisi & Weiss (2002) we have already shown that in case of scaled-solar models, the T (τ ) integration and boundary conditions from model atmospheres -15 -(belonging to a previous ATLAS 9 release) provide RGB tracks that agree within about 50 K.
Here we repeat the test on scaled-solar models and for the first time we add a corresponding test for an α-enhanced mixture, using the updated ATLAS 9 model grid discussed in the previous section. Figure 4 shows the evolutionary tracks of a 0.9M ⊙ star with a turn off age of ∼ 10.5 Gyr, from the beginning of the MS up to the RGB tip, in the logL/L ⊙ -T ef f plane. Four different tracks are displayed, corresponding to the pair Z=0.004, Y=0.251, for scaled solar and α-enhanced metal distributions, computed using boundary conditions from both a T (τ ) integration and non-gray model atmospheres with the appropriate metal mixture. The boundary conditions from the model atmospheres were taken at τ =56. In both scaled-solar and α-enhanced case the MS is completely insensitive to the choice of the boundary conditions. The RGB part is slightly affected, at the level of at most 40 K, the model atmosphere tracks being cooler. The effect of this temperature change on the predicted colors is the following: ∆(B − V ) ≈ +0.02 mag, ∆(U − B) ≈ +0.03 mag, ∆(V − I) ≈ +0.02 mag.
Evolutionary timescales and interior properties of the models are also unaffected by the choice of the boundary conditions. Analogous results have been obtained at different Z. We also computed a model for M = 0.9M ⊙ , Z=0.004, by taking the model atmosphere boundary conditions at τ =10, obtaining the same results as for the τ =56 case.
We therefore conclude that scaled-solar and α-enhanced isochrones can be safely computed -within the quoted uncertainty of about 40 K -integrating a solar T (τ ) relationship for the boundary conditions, at least when the evolving mass is larger than ∼ 0.5 − 0.6M ⊙ (which is the lower mass limit of our isochrones); lower masses may be more affected by the choice of the boundary conditions, as discussed, e.g., in Alexander et al. (1997) , Chabrier & Baraffe (1997) and references therein. Moreover the results of -16 -all previously published comparisons between scaled-solar and α-enhanced models in the logL/L ⊙ -T ef f plane (e.g., Salaris et al. 1993 , Vandenberg et al. 2000 ) that were computed employing T (τ )-based boundary conditions, are fully confirmed when employing the boundary conditions from the appropriate non-gray model atmospheres.
Our results suggest that employing a solar T (τ ) relationship for the boundary conditions provides a fair approximation to the boundary conditions from non-gray model atmospheres, although in principle it is more appropriate and self-consistent to rely on model atmosphere results. This notwithstanding, one has to consider the fact that also model atmospheres are affected by intrinsic uncertainties, especially related to convection, and are usually based on a convection treatment different from the one adopted in stellar evolution computations (Montalban et al. 2001 ). 
Summary
We have compared updated ATLAS 9 UBV RIJHKL synthetic photometry for both α−enhanced and scaled-solar metal distributions, in a large range of metallicities typical of the Galactic halo populations. This is the first complete analysis of the impact of an We have also tested for the first time the effect of boundary conditions obtained from appropriate α-enhanced model atmospheres on the stellar evolutionary tracks in the logL/L ⊙ -T ef f plane. We find that, as in case of scaled solar models, the integration of a solar T (τ ) relationship provides -at least for masses larger than 0.5 -0.6 M ⊙ -α-enhanced tracks very similar to the ones computed using boundary conditions from the appropriate model atmospheres. CT transformations d Absolute I-Cousins magnitude of the RGB tip.
e Absolute visual magnitude of the ZAHB at the level of the RR Lyrae instability strip. 
